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IQ Catalog Organization/Naming Conventions 
 

I’ve seen lots of people asking how to organize patterns and not a lot of answers. Most likely this is 

because each person will have a way that works best for them. Whatever organization one chooses will 

need to be maintained, and will take time up front. 

IQ does not allow sub folders. So some thought up front is important to avoid having to rework your 

system later. As you may have already noticed, you cannot rename a catalog. However you can move all 

the contents of a catalog at once into a new catalog (this is a work around to renaming). Before starting 

to organize it is helpful to know how IQ places your named catalogs.  With that in mind, following is the 

order of precedence. 

1. Spaces – Catalogs names that start with a space or multiple spaces are moved higher than 

anything else in the list of catalogs (Except “Computer Art Patterns” which is always at the top of 

the list). The more spaces at the beginning of the catalog name the higher it is on the list. For 

instance 

a.  “_ _ _Test” would be listed higher than “_Test” 

2. Dashes – Catalog names that begin with a dash or multiple dashes come below catalogs 

beginning with a space, but before catalog names starting with alphanumeric characters. As 

with spaces, the more dashes the higher the catalog. 

3. Numbers – Catalogs beginning with numbers come next on the list. It is important to be aware 

folders beginning with numbers are not necessarily in numeric order. Any folder beginning with 

the numeral 0 will come before any other folder beginning with another number. Next would 

come any catalog starting with a 1 and so on. If two catalogs start with the same number the 

second number will determine order as if you were alphabetizing For example if the following 

were names of folders, this would be the order on the list: 

a. “0199 Test” 

b. “1 Test” 

c. “1256 Test” 

d. “13 Test” 

e. “3 Test” 

f. “37 Test” 

4. Alpha – Folder names beginning with a letter come after everything else. Case does not matter. 

Single words always come before the same word with more information after it (as would be 

expected for anything alphabetized). This is helpful if you want to have a hierarchy as one would 

see in a typical folder situation. You could use the single word as a header. For example the 

following folders would stay together in this order: 

a. “Pantos” 

b. “Pantos – Feathers” 

c. “Pantos – Floral” 

Some final things to note, I tried creating a catalog starting with a period. IQ acted like it was creating 

the folder, but it does not appear anywhere on the catalog list. When I tried a second time to create a 

catalog with the same name, IQ says the catalog already exists, but it still doesn’t appear on the list. 
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You can have empty folders and use them as a header. This works great if you are working just on your 

tablet. However, if you have the STIQ, you should know, empty folders don’t sync between the Tablet 

and STIQ. 

As I already mentioned, how you organize your designs is personal preference. A great jumping off point 

is to look at your favorite pattern website and see what categories are used there. I’m going to show you 

how I’ve started my organization attempt.  I used spaces to move folders to the location I wanted. 

However, dashes might be better since you can see how many you used. With spaces you will need to 

remember or figure it out with trial and error when you want to add a category.  

I began with a folder with my name to place designs I’m creating.  I used spaces to bring it all the way to 

the top. The main reason for doing this is my name is so far down the alphabet I’d rather not have to 

scroll through everything to get to it.  Edge to edge designs are what I use most so they are next. I’ve 

limited the number of categories with the realization that if one category gets too big I can subdivide it. 

I’ve also left all the patterns in folders under their designer names. I may divide out sets under 

designers, I haven’t decided yet. Without further ado are my current categories: 

_ _ _ _Sonya 

_ _ Edge to Edge 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Americana 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Animals-Birds-Insects 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Circles-Swirls-Loops 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Earth – Sky - Sea 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Fall 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Feathers 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Flowers-Leaves 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Hearts 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Holidays 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Modern-Retro 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Novelty 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Paisley 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Traditional 

_ _ Edge to Edge – Winter 

 _ Backgrounds 

 _ Blocks 

_ Blocks – Diamonds 

 _ Blocks – Double Wedding Ring 

 _ Blocks – Rectangle 

 _ Blocks – Square 

 _ Blocks – Triangles 

 _ Blocks – Wreaths-Circles-Half Circle 

 _ Borders and Sashing 

_ Motifs 

_ P2P 

_ P2P - Boxed 

_ P2P – Continuous Curve Type 

_ P2P – Diamonds 

_ P2P - Triangles 

 

 

 

 

 


